ACADEMIA DE MUZICĂ, TEATRU ŞI ARTE PLASTICE
ACADEMY OF MUSIC, THEATER AND FINE ARTS
MD- 2009, Chişinău, 111 A. Mateevici str.
amtap@mdl.net
Tel / Fax: 0 22 23-82-14, 0 22 24-02-13
Dear Colleagues!
The Academy of Music, Theater and Fine Arts, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, invites you to
participate, May 15, 2020, in the International Scientific Internet Conference -Artistic
Education in the Cultural Processes of our Time, a forum with the participation of researchers
and scientists in the field of culture and art.
The purpose of the conference is the exchange of information and ideas, strengthening contacts
between scientists, identifying the specifics of scientific national schools, priority research areas,
common interests and specific approaches to the study of culture and art.
The conference will de held in scientific sections:





Musical art;
Theatrical, cinematic and choreographic art;
Artistic and decorative-applied arts, design;
Humanities and cultural studies.
Conditions for participation in the conference:

1. Until May 1, should be sent electronically:
a) the confirmation of participation in the Conference indicating: the full name, the subject of
the paper in a foreign language and in Russian, the full name of the country and the university,
the academic and scientific-pedagogical degree, telephones, email address and the work
scientific section.
b) the abstracts of the scientific paper in the original language and keywords (5-8 words) in the
amount of 2 to 3 thousand characters with spaces (1-1.5 pages, TNR 12, 1.5 line spacing).
The electronic collection of the abstracts of the scientific articles submitted by the forum
participants will be posted on the AMTAP website prior to the date of the conference. Each
participant will be sent a certificate and a program of the scientific event (in electronic form).
2. The deadline for submitting the scientific papers in full is May 31, 2020.
The relevant documents will be sent to the email addresses:
Musical art section
Theatrical, cinematic and choreographic art section Artistic and decorative - applied art, design section
Humanities and cultural studies section
-

paulgamurari86@gmail.com
starciucmariana@gmail.com
i.jabinschi@mail.ru
mdumitrasco@gmail.com

Requirements for the materials to be sent:
Program: WORD. A4 format, Times New Roman (TNR), Normal .Margins: left - 3.0 cm; right
-1.5 cm; upper, lower - 2 cm.
Title of the article in a foreign language: center, TNR14, in capital letters, bold;
Title of the article in Russian;

The name of the author (ТNR12, bold) and Surname (ТNR14, in capital letters, bold) - center.
After the decimal point, the following line: scientific and scientific - pedagogical degree; next
line, after the decimal point: place of work (ТNR12) - center. Below, through 2 lines:
Summary (no more than 5-7 sentences in one language) with keywords (5-8 words) in English
and Russian, TNR 11, italics, interval 1 line, Justify;
Text of the article: TNR 12, 1.5 line spacing, Justify, 5 - 7 pages in a foreign language
(English, French, German, etc.);
The text of the article will contain: introduction, title of chapters of the proposed scientific
paper, research results and conclusions. Pages are unnumbered.
Bibliographic references: center, TNR 12, bold - at the end of the article, the number of sources
- no more than 15. The list of sources should be made out in the order of references to them in
the text.
References in the text - at the end of the sentence, before the dot, in square brackets in
accordance with the numbering of sources in the text of the article and with the indication of the
page of the cited source: [1 c. 2].
The scientific articles should be formatted in accordance with the accepted requirements.
Materials that do not meet the requirements will not be published and will not be returned to the
author.
Peer-reviewed articles will be published in the scientific journal AMTAP Studiul Artelor şi
Culturologie: istorie, teorie, practică (ISSN 2345-1408, category „B”).
Terms of payment:
30 Euros for 5-7 pages (except for the members of the editorial board of the scientific journal
AMTAP and the representatives of the partner universities).The articles that exceed 7 pages (8
to 12 pages) are paid by all additionally - 3 Euros per page.
The payment for participation in the conference is made to the bank account of AMTAP with the
mark “Conference May 2020”The confirmation of payment for participation in the conference is
sent in scanned form to the email address: tatianacomend@gmail.com
Bank details for the payment of the registration fee:
Recipient:

AMTAP (Academia de Muzica, Teatru si Arte
Plastice)
Fiscal Code:
1007600023878
CORRESPONDENT BANK:
SOLADESTXXX
Landesbank
Baden-Württemberg,
Germany
ACCOUNT WITH CORRESPONDENT 2808114
BANK:
Bank:
CB „Moldindconbank” JSC, “Stefan cel Mare”
branch
Bank code:
MOLDMD2X
Bank account:
Address:

MD03ML000000002251134176
Mun. Chisinau, 111, Al. Mateevich str.
Additional information on:

Tel .: + 373-22-23-87-20; + 373-22-23-82-10; + 373-22-92-37-30; + 373-22-22-29-31.
GSM + 373-692-01-424; + 373-697-93-521; + 373-697-696-99-534; + 373-681-06-106

Respectfully yours,
Tatiana Comendant
Vice-rector for scientific and creative activity
AMTAP, Doctor of Sociological Sciences,
associate Professor

